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 Information Systems, Organisation & Strategy
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 ERP
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 IS Security
FOR EACH TOPIC, it is important to:
1. Explain what the concept is
2. Understand HOW it is used (processes)
3. Understand WHY it is used (advantages/benefits/desired outcomes)
4. Understand the RISKS involved or ISSUES to CONSIDER?
5. When is it suitable to apply such Strategy? System? Method?
6. What type of companies would benefit? Small? Large? Mature? Start Ups?
7. Use examples to demonstrate understanding and support arguments
HD Answers
 Address the requirements of the question
 Provides examples using ‘For example, …’
 Provides counterarguments (e.g. limitations of system)
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Value chain model highlights specific activities in the business where competitive strategies can
best be applied and where information systems are most likely to have a strategic impact.
 Primary activities are most directly related to the production and distribution of the firm’s
products and services, which create value for the customer.
 Inbound logistics includes receiving and storing materials for distribution to production.
 Operations transform inputs into finished products.
 Outbound logistics entails storing and distributing finished products.
 Sales and marketing includes promoting and selling the firm’s products.
 Service includes maintenance and repair of the firm’s goods and services.
Support activities make the delivery of the primary activities possible and consist of organisation
infrastructure (administration and management), human resources (employee recruiting, hiring
and training), technology (improving products and the production process) and procurement
(purchasing input).
At each stage, determine how information systems can improve operational efficiency and improve
customer and supplier intimacy.
A value web is a collection of independent firms that use information technology to coordinate
their value chains to produce a product or service for a market collectively.
 For example, Amazon has a system that makes it easy for suppliers to display goods, makes it
easy for customers to pay for goods and for distributors to coordinate the shipment of goods.

Porter’s Five Forces
The 5 Competitive Forces that Shape Strategy
1. Rivalry among existing competitors
 All firms share market space with competitors who are continuously devising new products,
services, efficiencies, trying to lower your switching costs
 High when competition is fierce in a market, and low when competitors are more complacent
2. Threat of new market entrants
 High when it is easy for new competitors to enter a market, and low when there are significant
entry barriers
 Some industries have high barriers to entry, e.g. computer chip business, pharmaceutical firms
 New companies have new equipment, younger workers, but little brand recognition
3. Threat of substitute products and services
 High when there are many alternatives to a product or service, and low when there are few
alternatives
4. Bargaining power of buyers/customers
 Can customers easily switch to competitor’s products?
 Can they force businesses to compete on price alone in transparent marketplace?
 Are customers locked in?
 To reduce buyer power (and create a competitive advantage), an organisation must make it
more attractive for customers to buy from them than from their competition.
5. Bargaining power of suppliers
 Firms do not have alternate suppliers
 Suppliers’ ability to influence the prices they charge for supplies

Four Basic Competitive Strategies
1. Low-cost leadership: Use information systems to achieve the lowest operational costs and the
lowest prices.
 Customers want to pay little for service
 Automation greatly reduces costs
 Web can automate customer service
 For example, Amazon automates customer service through the functions of its website.
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2. Product differentiation: occurs when a company develops unique differences in its products or
services with the intent to influence demand.
 For example, Amazon has a website that offers personalised recommendations which means
that it differentiates itself by customer profiling.
 For example, Apple’s ecosystem of compatible devices acts as a form of differentiation.
 Business ecosystem: refer to loosely coupled but interdependent networks of suppliers,
distributors, outsourcing firms, transportation service firms and technology manufacturers.
3. Focus on market niche: Use information systems to enable specific market focus, and serve this
narrow target market better than competitors.
 Create specialised products.
 For example, Hilton’s ONQ System (Customer Really Matters Initiative) focuses on its efforts on
a market niche by considering guest references, using analytics to identify most profitable
customers and managing efforts between brands.
4. Strengthen customer and supplier intimacy: Use information systems to tighten linkages with
suppliers and develop intimacy with customers.
 Switching costs: incurred when customer stops buying from company and starts buying from
another company
 Explicit: charge customer for switching
 Implicit: indirect costs over period of time
 High switching costs locks in customers
 For example, switching from Apple’s iTunes and Facebook are examples of switching costs.
Other Strategic Initiatives: Establish Alliances
 Alliance: two companies combining services
 Makes product more attractive
 Reduces costs
 Provides one-stop shopping
 For example, Qantas has its oneworld alliance which enhances its global network.
IS professionals are business professionals
 Analyse  Goal Setting  Strategize  Execute  Evaluate
 To allow your organisation to gain a competitive advantage
 Sustaining Competitive Advantage
 Information systems alone cannot provide an enduring business advantage.
 Aligning IT with Strategy
 To align IT with the business and use information systems effectively for competitive
advantage, managers need to perform a strategic systems analysis.
 To identify the types of systems that provide a strategic advantage to their firms, managers
should ask the following questions:
1. What is the structure of the industry in which the firm is located?
2. What are the business, firm and industry value chains for this particular firm?
3. Have we aligned IT with our business strategy and goals?
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One key distinction is between synchronous (i.e. at the same time) and asynchronous (i.e. not
coordinated in time) communication media.
Groupware: refers to a class of software that enables people to work together more effectively.

Crowdsourcing Strategies
Value of Crowdsourcing
 Crowd-strategies: To acquire content, funding, ideas, input and services through soliciting
contributions from the broader community (beyond traditional organisational boundaries).
 Basic elements in a crowdsourcing platform:
 Problems to be solved
 Solutions to problems
 Diversity
 Access and connection
 Monitoring and evaluation
Different Types of Crowd-Strategies
 Crowd-funding – Kickstarter
 Kickstarter is the world’s largest funding platform for creative projects.
 Crowd-searching – Crowdfynd
 Crowdfynd is a mobile and web application that helps people locate lost/misplaced property.
 Crowd-contest/voting – Threadless or Tricider
 Threadless is a crowdsourcing platform that sells the clothing designs of its users.
 Tricider is a tool that facilitates the brainstorming of ideas and voting on ideas.
 Crowd-working – Fiverr
 Fiverr is an online marketplace offering tasks and services to be performed for money.
 Crowd-innovation/creation/wisdom – Mindmixer or IdeaConnection
 MindMixer is a platform that provides a forum for communities to share and discuss ideas.
 IdeaConnection is a network of experts that provides solutions to research and development
innovation challenges.
Value of Crowdsourcing: Users v Professionals
 Novelty – Users > Professionals
 Customer Benefit – Users > Professionals
 Feasibility – Professionals > Users

Crowdsourcing Motivation
Motivation by Competitiveness
 Social Comparison (Festinger 1954)
 Comparison with higher performing others within online communities motivates individuals to
increase own performance
 Works within the constraint that dissimilarities within online communities are not overly
emphasised to render comparison impossible
Motivation by Sense of Belonging
 Social Identity (Tafjel 1974)
 Requires a created ideal attached to social group
 Strong identity and sense of belonging motivates individual to live up to the group’s ideal
Motivation by Social Relationships
 Social Bond (Hirschi 1969) or Social Control
 Liking some individual members more than others
 Upping performance to impress members with whom you have strong social bonds
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How IS enables business processes
 Generally, the set of business activities that add value to the end product is referred to as a value
chain, in which information flows through functional areas that facilitate an organisation’s business
processes.
 Core activities are performed by the functional areas that process inputs and produce outputs, and
Support activities are those activities that enable core activities to take place.
 Core activities include inbound logistics (receiving), operations, sales and marketing, service and
outbound logistics (shipping)
 Support activities include administrative activities, firm infrastructure, human resources,
technology development, and procurement.
Business Processes in Value Systems
 A company can create additional value by linking up value chains between suppliers, business
partners, and customers.
 Companies accomplish this by connecting their internal value chains to form a value system, in
which information flows from one company’s value chain to another company’s value chain.




An upstream information flow consists of information that is received from another organisation.
A downstream information flow relates to the information that is produced by a company and
sent along to another organisation.
Systems from a Functional Perspective

Sales and marketing systems
 Functional concerns include: Sales management, customer identification market research,
advertising and promotion, pricing, new products
 Examples of systems:
 Order processing (operational level)
 Pricing analysis (middle management)
 Sales trend forecasting (senior management)
Manufacturing and production systems
 Functional concerns include: Managing production facilities, production goals, production
materials, and scheduling
 Examples of systems:
 Machine control (operational management)
 Production planning (middle management)
 Facilities location (senior management)
Finance and accounting systems
 Functional concerns include: Managing financial assets (cash, stocks, etc.) and capitalisation of firm,
and managing firm’s financial records
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6. Production and Maintenance:
 After the new system is installed and conversion is complete, the system is said to be in
production.
 Changes in hardware, software, documentation, or procedures to a production system to
correct errors, meet new requirements, or improve processing efficiency are termed
maintenance.
Systems Development Approaches (Waterfall Approach)





Traditional Systems Life Cycle (Oldest Method)
Systems life cycle (waterfall approach): A systematic approach whereby each phase is completed
before moving on to the next one.
 Discourages “backward” flow.
 Emphasises discipline and proper documentation in each phase.
The systems life cycle is still used for building large complex systems that require a rigorous and
formal requirements analysis, predefined specifications, and tight controls over the system-building
process.
 However, the systems life cycle approach can be costly, time-consuming, and inflexible.
 Although systems builders can go back and forth among stages in the life cycle, the systems life
cycle is predominantly a “waterfall” approach in which tasks in one stage are completed before
work for the next stage begins.
 Activities can be repeated, but volumes of new documents must be generated and steps
retraced if requirements and specifications need to be revised. This encourages freezing of
specifications relatively early in the development process.
 The life cycle approach is not suitable for many small desktop systems, which tend to be less
structured and more individualised.

Alternate Systems Development Approaches (Agile Software Development and Prototyping)
Agile Software Development
 Agile software development: focuses on rapid delivery of working software by breaking a large
project into a series of small subprojects that are completed in short periods of time using iteration
and continuous feedback.
 Each mini-project is worked on by a team as if it were a complete project, including planning,
requirements analysis, design, coding, testing, and documentation.
 Improvement or addition of new functionality takes place within the next iteration as
developers clarify requirements. This helps to minimise the overall risk, and allows the project
to adapt to changes more quickly.
 Agile methods emphasise face-to-face communication over written documents, encouraging
people to collaborate and make decisions quickly and effectively.
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